
 
 

Global Gates Canada  
Hamilton Hub Leader  

Job Description 

Summary  

Gateway Hub Leaders are highly empowered Strategy Coordinators whose responsibilities extend beyond any 
specific UPG assignments of their own, to other UPGs and Global Gates Canada missionaries within their 
designated areas (city, region, affinity group or population segment). They pursue this task by mobilizing and 
leading new workers and teams to engage unreached people groups with the gospel, creating a climate in the 
Christian community that contributes to prayer, ministry, evangelism, church multiplication, training, and 
leadership development to bring these least-reached peoples to faith, multiplication, & growth in Jesus Christ. 
Gateway Hub Leaders will typically be working with their own unreached people group while enlisting, leading, 
equipping and coaching team members and other kingdom partners to pursue disciple-making & church 
planting movements among each priority UPG in their designated gateway hub region.  
 
 
Major Responsibilities and Functions 

● Nurturing a vision for the spread of the gospel, multiplication of disciples, and planting of churches 
among the least-reached people groups (UPGs) in the Hamilton gateway hub and through them to 
other communities of those people groups around the world.  

● Developing prayer strategy for the diaspora UPGs in the Hamilton gateway hub. 

● Facilitating strategic research on Hamilton gateway hub diaspora UPGs. 

● Ensuring comprehensive strategies exist to stimulate church-multiplication movements among each 
major Hamilton gateway hub diaspora UPG. 

● Mobilizing, building, & leading teams to pursue evangelism, disciple-making, & church-planting work 
among Hamilton gateway hub diaspora UPGs in their area. 

● Facilitating training events and equipping opportunities for kingdom partners. 

● Continual learning and sharing of best practices in disciple-making & church multiplication in order to 
intentionally work with God aiming toward a movement mentality and reality. 

● Modeling and training others in evangelism, disciple-making, church planting, and leadership 
development, always looking for high-yield trainers to emerge & then intentionally investing in and 
nurturing them. 

 

Accountability 

● Submit short monthly reports to the Global Gates Canada Director. 

● Submit an annual report to the Global Gates Canada Director. 

● Meet with your own Hamilton UPG team members at least once a month for vision-casting, strategic 
planning, cross-fertilization, encouragement, & prayer. 

● Meet with leaders of the Hamilton hub diaspora UPG teams in your area once a month. 



 
 

● Meet or video conference with your Global Gates Canada coach once a month to discuss your work. 

 
Hub Leader Characteristics  

● Missionary Qualifications – Must meet the general missionary qualifications required for Global 
Gates Canada missionaries. Must also agree to support our organization’s statement of faith (Lausanne 
Covenant: https://www.lausanne.org/content/covenant/lausanne-covenant); the distinctives & core 
values of Global Gates Canada (https://globalgates.ca/about-us/#Distinctives); and, our organization’s 
emphasis on biblical family standards (https://globalgates.ca/global-gates-canada-family-standards/).  

● Visionary - The Hamilton Gateway Hub Leader needs to envision what God desires for diaspora UPGs 
in their gateway hub and through them to their communities around the world. 

● Spiritually Mature - The Hamilton Gateway Hub Leader needs to be spiritually mature and committed 
to sound evangelical beliefs and practices.  

● Strategic - The Hamilton Gateway Hub Leader needs to align tools, time, relationships and resources 
to accomplish God's vision for the diaspora UPGs in the St. John’s gateway hub area. 

● Intentional, focused, and disciplined - The Hamilton Gateway Hub Leader needs to be a self-
starter who is able to avoid distractions in order to maximize evangelism, discipleship, and church 
multiplication among the least reached prioritized diaspora people groups in their gateway hub. 

● A Learner - The Hamilton Gateway Hub Leader must be a life-long learner committed to learning and 
sharing best practices for kingdom advance among their respective diaspora UPGs. 

● Passionate - The Hamilton Gateway Hub Leader must have a sense of urgency because members of 
the diaspora UPGs in their gateway hub are lost and dying every day without Jesus Christ. 

● Faith-Filled Perseverance – The Hamilton Gateway Hub Leader has faith that God will reach the 
diaspora UPGs in their gateway hub. When obstacles arise, the Hamilton Gateway Hub Leader 
tenaciously perseveres, clinging to the vision of the Lord birthing a disciple-making & church planting 
movement among the diaspora UPGs in, and through, their gateway hub.  

 

Training 

Global Gates Canada offers customized training for our missionaries called Pathways to Success. Depending on 

the Hamilton Gateway Hub Leader’s prior cross-cultural diaspora experience, Pathways could involve building 

skills in language learning, ethnographic research, mobilizing and training partners, spiritual formation, 

evangelism & discipleship, church-planting methodology, and leadership. To become an effective Gateway Hub 

Leader (GHL), the missionary candidate may need to develop particular prerequisite skills first. Global Gates 

Canada offers a one-week Strategy Coordinator training and ongoing coaching to assist missionaries in their 

task. As a Global Gates Canada missionary, the training and materials will be provided for you at no cost. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://globalgates.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Global-Gates-ca-Missionary-Qualifications.docx.pdf
https://www.lausanne.org/content/covenant/lausanne-covenant
https://globalgates.ca/about-us/#Distinctives
https://globalgates.ca/global-gates-canada-family-standards/


 
 

Hamilton 

 

Hamilton is a port city in the Canadian province of Ontario. An industrialized city in the Golden Horseshoe at 
the west end of Lake Ontario, Hamilton has a population of 536,917, and its census metropolitan area, which 
includes Burlington and Grimsby, has a population of 747,545. The city is 58 kilometres (36 mi) southwest of 
Toronto, with which the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA) is formed. Since 1981, the metropolitan 
area has been listed as the ninth largest in Canada and the third largest in Ontario. The town of Hamilton was 
conceived by George Hamilton (a son of a Queenston entrepreneur and founder, Robert Hamilton) shortly after 

the War of 1812. On January 1, 2001, the new city of Hamilton was formed from the amalgamation of Hamilton 
and its five neighbouring municipalities: Ancaster, Dundas, Flamborough, Glanbrook, and Stoney Creek 
 
You and your team will focus on bringing the water of life to people who need it and fish for men and women 
on behalf of the King. Representatives of unreached people groups from closed countries migrate into 
Hamilton every week. We have been given an historic opportunity to openly engage the least-reached peoples 
of our planet with the gospel without fear of persecution in this city, but sadly the “laborers are few.” We pray 
unceasingly to the Lord of the Harvest for more laborers to join us in Hamilton! 

 
Population info: Per the 2016 Canadian census, 24.69% of the city's population was not born in Canada. 
Between 2001 and 2006, the foreign-born population increased by 7.7% while the total population of the 
Hamilton census metropolitan area (CMA) grew by 4.3%. 

 
Diaspora info: Hamilton is home to 26,330 immigrants who arrived in Canada between 2001 and 2010 and 
13,150 immigrants who arrived between 2011 and 2016. Hamilton maintains significant Italian, English, 
Scottish, German and Irish ancestry. 130,705 Hamiltonians claim English heritage, while 98,765 indicate their 
ancestors arrived from Scotland, 87,825 from Ireland, 62,335 from Italy, 50,400 from Germany. 

In February 2014, the city's council voted to declare Hamilton a sanctuary city, offering municipal services to 
undocumented immigrants at risk of deportation. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Provinces_and_territories_of_Canada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ontario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canada_2016_Census
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadian_census
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immigration_to_Canada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Undocumented_immigrants
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deportation


 
 

Hamilton also has a notable French community for which provincial services are offered in French. In Ontario, 
urban centres where there are at least 5000 Francophones, or where at least 10% of the population is 
francophone, are designated areas where bilingual provincial services have to be offered. As per the 2016 
census, the Francophone community maintains a population of 6,760, while 30,530 residents, or 5.8% of the 
city's population, have knowledge of both official languages. The top countries of birth for the newcomers 
living in Hamilton in the 1990s were: former Yugoslavia, Poland, India, China, the Philippines, and Iraq. 

 

Visible minority and Aboriginal population (Canada 2016 Census) 

Population group Population % of total population 

Visible minority group 

Source: 

South Asian 22,105 4.2% 

Chinese 10,070 1.9% 

Black 20,245 3.8% 

Filipino 8,150 1.5% 

Latin American 8,425 1.6% 

Arab 10,330 2% 

Southeast Asian 6,505 1.2% 

West Asian 4,800 0.9% 

Other visible minority 5,680 1.1% 

Multiple visible minority 3,745 0.7% 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francophones_in_Ontario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canada_2016_Census
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiracial


 
 

Total visible minority population 100,060 19% 

Aboriginal group 

Source: 

First Nations 8,445 1.6% 

Métis 3,085 0.6% 

Inuit 125 0% 

Other Aboriginal 290 0.1% 

Multiple Aboriginal identity 185 0% 

Total Aboriginal population 12,135 2.3% 

White 415,735 78.7% 

Total population in private households 527,930 100% 

 

  

 

Ethnic 

origin 

Number of 
respondents 

Percent of 
respondents 

English 130,705 24.76 

Canadian 124,935 23.67 

Scottish 98,765 18.71 

Irish 87,825 16.64 

 

Ethnic origin Number of 
respondents 

Percent of 
respondents 

French 43,620 8.3 

Polish 28,440 5.4 

Dutch 28,400 5.4 

Ukrainian 18,990 3.6 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Canadian


 
 

Italian 62,335 11.8 

German 50,400 9.5 

 

North 
American 
Aboriginal 
origins 

17,665 3.3 

Portuguese 16,225 3.1 
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